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  Urban noise may hinder acoustic communication in a diversity of animal groups by reducing the distance over which vocal signals can be
detected. Given the importance of such signals for mate attraction and territory defence, this acoustic interference may have wide-ranging
consequences for individual fitness. I will present a mathematical model of the active space of frog calls in urban noise as a function of body
size. Despite having lower auditory thresholds, larger species with lower-frequency calls are predicted to suffer the greatest reduction in
communication distance in noisy urban environments. During a field study in Melbourne, Australia, my colleagues and I found that the
southern brown tree frog Litoria ewingii called at a higher frequency in traffic noise. However, modelling indicates that the observed frequency
shift would confer only a modest increase in active space. Furthermore, as females of certain frog species appear to prefer lower-frequency
advertisement calls, this strategy may improve the audibility of calls but reduce attractiveness to potential mates. Calling more loudly would
result in a larger increase in active space, but the high metabolic cost of this strategy could limit chorus tenure and ultimately reduce breeding
success.
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Acoustic communication plays a key role in the social behaviour of anuran amphibians.  Male 
frogs use advertisement calls to attract females for mating and to indicate to other males that a 
calling site or territory is occupied.  Females assess potential mates on the basis of call properties 
such as frequency, pulse rate, amplitude, call rate and call length [1].  In addition, male frogs 
may use the characteristics of calls to gain information on the size, strength and motivation of 
other males in a chorus [2, 3, 4]. 

The maximum distance over which an acoustic signal (such as a frog call) can be detected 
is known as its active space or active distance [5, 6].  The active space of a frog call depends on a 
range of variables including call amplitude, call frequency, the relative positions of the caller and 
receiver, the habitat through which the signal propagates, the level of background noise, and the 
auditory acuity of the receiver [5, 6, 7].  Acoustic interference or masking occurs when 
background noise (either natural or anthropogenic) reduces the active space of a signal by 
increasing the hearing threshold of the receiver [8].  As a consequence, the signal must be louder 
to be detected in noise than in quiet conditions.  The hearing threshold in noise is known as the 
masked threshold [9]. 

In urban habitats, frogs are likely to experience acoustic interference from anthropogenic 
noise such as road-traffic noise [10, 11].  Bee and Swanson [11] demonstrated that female grey 
treefrogs Hyla chrysoscelis took longer to detect and move towards conspecific advertisement 
calls presented with road-traffic noise.  However, there is currently no clearly-articulated theory 
to predict which frog species are likely to experience the greatest acoustic interference (i.e., the 
greatest reduction in the active space of their advertisement calls) in urban noise. 

As most of the energy in road-traffic noise is concentrated in the lower part of the 
frequency spectrum (below 2 kHz) [10], and because energy in the spectral region of an acoustic 
signal contributes more to masking than energy remote from the signal [12], higher-pitched 
signals may suffer less acoustic interference from traffic noise than lower-pitched signals.  
However, the range of frequencies that contribute to masking (and thus the level of masking) 
tends to increase with signal frequency, and higher-frequency signals also attenuate faster as they 
travel through the environment [5, 13].  Another trade-off to consider is that between signal 
frequency and the amplitude at which a frog can call.  In general, larger frogs call at a lower 
frequency and higher amplitude than smaller frogs.  Larger frogs also have more sensitive 
hearing at the frequency of their advertisement call than smaller frogs [14], which means that in 
the absence of masking noise, the active space of a frog’s advertisement call increases with body 
size [15]. 

Here, I present a mathematical model to predict the active space of a species’ 
advertisement call as a function of body size.  I use the model to estimate the proportional 
reduction in the active space of a call when moving from a quiet rural habitat to a noisy urban 
habitat.  The model can predict which species of frogs in an assemblage are likely to be most 
affected by increasing urban noise, either through encroaching urban development or an increase 
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in traffic volume on roads close to breeding sites.  The model may also improve understanding of 
the trade-offs and constraints that influence acoustic communication in noisy urban habitats. 
 

2.  METHODS 
 
I constructed a mathematical model to predict the change in the active space of a species’ 
advertisement call when moving from a quiet, rural wetland to a noisy, urban wetland, as a 
function of body size.  The model incorporated the following information: 
 
1. Data on the peak sound pressure level (SPL) of the advertisement call at 50 cm and snout-

vent length (SVL) for 60 frog species, gathered from a range of published sources 
2. Data on the dominant frequency of the advertisement call and SVL for 70 frog species, 

gathered from a range of published sources 
3. Data on the excess attenuation of advertisement calls in air (in dB/m) as a function of call 

frequency [16] 
4. Noise spectra in dB/Hz (spectrum level), calculated in Avisoft SASLab Pro 5.2 from 

recordings of ambient noise at a quiet, rural wetland (National Rhododendron Gardens lake, 
Olinda) and a noisy, urban wetland (Kew Billabong, Melbourne) that were made 
simultaneously with SPL measurements over a 5-minute period (Figure 1).  The noise 
spectra were calibrated with the corresponding C-weighted sound pressure levels (38 dB and 
60 dB, respectively) to produce the spectrum level of sound at each site (see [17] for more 
information on recording methods). 

5. Data on the hearing threshold of frogs (upper sensitivity peak) and the frequency at which 
this peak occurs [14], was used to represent the critical ratios of frogs with different call 
frequencies.  As the masked threshold of a receiver in noise equals the spectrum level of 
noise at the frequency of the signal plus the critical ratio of a signal of that frequency, I 
estimated masked thresholds at the quiet and noisy wetland by adding the critical ratios to 
the corresponding noise spectra described above (Figure 2). 

I calculated the active space of the call, or maximum communication distance (dmc), in 
each habitat by solving the following implicit equation for dmc (adapted from [9, 18]): 

 
D = 20log10(dmc/d0) +E(dmc – d0)    (1) 

 
where D is the difference between the amplitude of the call at d0 and the masked threshold of the 
receiver (in dB SPL); i.e., the amount by which the call can attenuate while still remaining 
detectable by the receiver.  The parameter d0 is the distance from the caller at which the 
amplitude of the call is measured (50 cm).  The first term on the right hand side of the equation 
represents attenuation due to spherical spreading, and the second term represents excess 
attenuation, with E being excess attenuation in dB/m. 
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FIGURE 1.  The spectrum level of noise at a noisy urban wetland (Kew Billabong – black line), and a quiet rural wetland 
(National Rhododendron Gardens lake – grey line). 

 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 2.  Masked thresholds at the noisy (black line) and quiet (grey line) wetlands as a function of call frequency.  See text 

for explanation. 
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Combining the equation and data described above, I estimated the maximum 
communication distance of advertisement calls in the quiet and noisy habitats for frog species 
with a snout-vent length ranging from 15 to 95 mm.  I then calculated the absolute and 
proportional reduction in maximum communication distance experienced by species of different 
body sizes when their habitat is subject to substantial urban noise. 

I fitted the model in WinBUGS1.4, a program for Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) data analysis [19].  To ensure that OpenBUGS was sampling from the stationary 
distribution, I discarded the first 10,000 samples as a burn in before taking 10,000 samples from 
the posterior distribution to estimate parameters, thinned to one in ten samples.  The implicit 
equation (1) was solved by exporting the MCMC samples from OpenBUGS to Mathematica 
[20].  I calculated the mean of the posterior distributions of the model parameters and 
predictions, along with the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles to represent the 95% credible interval 
around the predicted relationship. 
 
 

3. RESULTS 
 

Despite calling at higher amplitudes and having lower auditory thresholds, larger frog species 
with lower-frequency calls are predicted to suffer the greatest reduction in communication 
distance when moving from the quiet to the noisy site, both in absolute terms (Figure 3) and as a 
proportion of active space lost (Figure 4).  However, all frog species are expected to suffer 
substantial acoustic interference in noisy urban environments, with a predicted reduction of 81 – 
94% in the active space of advertisement calls for frogs between 15 and 95 mm SVL.  
 
 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

Mathematical modelling presented here indicates that frogs of all sizes included in the analysis 
(15 – 95 mm SVL) are likely to suffer substantial acoustic interference at wetlands subject to 
high levels of urban noise.  During a field study in Melbourne, Australia [17], the southern 
brown tree frog Litoria ewingii was observed to call at a higher frequency in traffic noise, 
thereby reducing the masking effect of the low-frequency noise.  However, this frequency shift 
would be insufficient to compensate for the active space lost.  Calling more loudly may result in 
a greater increase in active space, but the high metabolic cost of this strategy could limit chorus 
tenure [6, 21] and ultimately reduce breeding success [22].  The consequences of anthropogenic 
noise for individual fitness and population dynamics in urban habitats are yet to be determined. 
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FIGURE 3.  The predicted active space of a frog’s advertisement call at the quiet rural wetland (grey line) and the noisy urban 
wetland (black line) as a function of body size (snout-vent length in mm). 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.  The proportional reduction in the active space of a frog’s advertisement call when moving from the quiet rural 
wetland to the noisy urban wetland, as a function of body size (snout-vent length in mm).  The solid line shows the predicted 

relationship, and the dashed lines the 95% credible intervals. 
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